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SAW Revolution manufactured by 
Orange Aircraft

Introduction
The SAW Revolution is an unlimited aerobatics biplane. Combining the latest in composite construction
technologies with the aerodynamical advantages of the biplane configuration has resulted in an extreme
aerobatic airplane unlike anything available on the market at this moment.

The plane is designed by Saurenman Aero Works by well known designer Edward Saurenman. Edward was
awarded the “Curtis Pitts Innovative Aerobatic Design Award” in 2016.

Manufacturing is done at Orange Aircraft by a team of highly trained composite specialist using a state of 
the art machine park including an autoclave for best quality products.

Key features
On of the advantages of the biplane configuration is it’s relatively low wing loading and high
maneuverability.

The slick aerodynamic design combined with the absence of flying wires, has resulted in maximum flying
speed similar to those of monowing aircraft.
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Airplane specifications

Airframe
Carbon fiber wing assembly with integral tanks
Carbon composite empennage structure
Carbon composite fuselage
4130 steel engine frame and cabane
Steerable, lightweight tail wheel
Titanium landing gear
Single-seat bubble canopy
Carbon push rods
Titanium firewall

Powerplant and propeller
Lycoming AEIO-580B1A
3-blade WhirlWindCS propeller
SkyDynamics , 6-in-1 exhaust system
Oil cooler system
Electric starter

Cockpit
Manually adj. rudder pedals with differential toe brakes
Composite seat
Hooker safety harness
2 air vents
Baggage compartment behind cockpit

Systems
20A alternator
12V battery
smoke system with external filling point

Standard panel equipment
Airspeed indicator (kts)
Altimeter (ft, inHg/hPa)
Mechanical accelerometer
Magnetic compass
Slip and skid indicator
MAP/FF indicator
Fuel gauges
CHT/EGT, oil press./oil temp. gauges
VHF
Transponder
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Technical data

Aircraft dimensions
wingspan        21 ft / 6,44m
length          20 ft / 6,10 m
height          8,4ft / 2,55 m
wing area         122 ft2/ 11,3 m2

limit load factor        ±10 g

Weights
empty weight base equipment       1.150 lbs / 522 kg
MTOW (acro)         1.920 lbs / 871 kg
MTOW (cruise)         2.140 lbs/ 971 kg

Fuel
acro tanks in fuselage        26,4 gal / 100 L
wingtanks         48,6 gal / 184 L
total          75 gal / 284 L

Airspeeds
never exceed speed (Vne)       235 kts
maneuvering speed       166 kts
stall speed @MTOW        54 kts
cruise speed 75%@5000 ft       190 kts

Range
@ 75%, 190 kts, 30 min reserve       800 NM / 1482 km
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